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Aerobatics Introduction Day.
Former club member and ace international aerobatics champion Frazer Briggs spent a day with us giving a tutorial on
basic aerobatics flying. 25 of our members turned up. The day started with a general briefing on the Sportsman,
advanced aerobatics “wings” and IMAC programs and then each participant received personal coaching on the
various manoeuvres. The weather was overcast and gusty – but fortunately straight down the strip.
Frazer started the day by flying an old 60’s era sports model, just to show that you don’t need the latest and greatest
hardware to fly basic aerobatics.
Later in the day Frazer flew a jet at near light speed and Mike demonstrated his large Lavochkin LA 27.
Everyone who came went home with additional learnings – on model setup, control throws, rates, precision flying,
to name a few. Dean provided a sumptuous BBQ. No-one crashed. A good day all round.
One thing that I learned was that my plane is totally OK in the hands of a master - its just my flying skills that I need
to work on !
← Pre flight briefing

↑ Line up

↓ engine pornography

↑ 300 kph ?
← Mike’s Lavochkin LA 27
More photos on Facebook “RC Aerobatics NZ”,

Club night
November’s club night was held at the Gliding Club Rooms. Richard talked about the various actions the Committee
had taken in response to this year’s survey (see last month’s newsletter for some details). Overall we have managed
to achieve almost all of the suggestions made.
Caleb gave an inspiring presentation about his passion for aviation and how his interest in model flying supported his
gaining of his full size “wings”. He is aiming to have his commercial pilot’s licence by the time he finishes his school
days and already has a job lined up with an international aid agency flying STOL single engine planes.
Rob and Dave then talked about their scale aircraft – Tiger Moth, Piper Cub and Messerschmidt Bf109. Dave
focussed on design choices used in the original aircraft, which in seeking one design objective, compromised
performance in others.

Planning to get your wings?
Following is our current list of instructors and examiners. Give Roger Peddle a call and he will try to match you up
with an instructor and will guide you through the process.
Instructors and examiners
Dean Hill
Kim Clarke
Phil Churchhill
Roger Peddle
Frank Brown
Fraser Brodie
Mike Wilson
Dave Marriott
Richard Brown
Caleb Day
Richard Thompson
Please note that while all of our instructors can act as examiner, you must be examined by someone different from
whomever has been giving you instruction.
More wings badge questions
26. What is meant
by exponential
function on a
transmitter?
37. Describe flight
line etiquette

A. In a non- exponential system, the travel of a servo is proportional to the control stick movement. If
exponential is added it is possible to eg have a gentler response around the centre position, and a
more aggressive response at large travels. This makes the model more docile around the centre of the
control stick movement. (In Futaba systems this is called “negative” exponential. For Spektrum and JR
systems it is “positive” exponential).
A. Simple courtesies eg:• Don’t hog the flight line – give others a turn
• Fly high when others are taking off or landing
• Don’t distract other pilots with idle chatter
• Offer to act as an observer
• Fly safe
• Assist to retrieve downed models
• Check with other pilots for their agreement before taking off.
• Do not fly when someone is taking their “Wings” test

Free Christmas trees
Yep – its that time of the year again when we put presents under a tree. There are lots of wilding
pines growing around our TECT site which have the potential to become a nuisance. Please feel
free to cut these down to decorate your house. Many are large enough to hide a 50cc pattern
ship or 4m glider so you should have no difficulty in finding one of adequate proportions.
Just be careful with that chainsaw!

Starting Tables
No – its not a trebuchet.
New member Colin Firby has built some starting tables for
use by club members. These are roughly to a standard design
from the Miramar Model Aircraft Club (USA not Wellytron).
They should take up to 120 size (20cc) models and will enable
safe assembly and starting without the need to bend. Some
of our members with creaky backs will be highly appreciative
of this concept. Already we have received many favourable
comments.
A huge thanks to Colin.

Geoff, Colin and Richard checking out the new table →
We propose to build 3 of these tables, for general use by
club members. To avoid deterioration from wind, sun and
rain, could you please store these in the day shelter when
not in use.

Control Line Day
Rob Morgan organised a control line
combat event which attracted 10
competitors. Control line flying is
one of the older firms of model
aviation with models flying on wires
in a circle around the pilot.

Combat involves 2 models in the same circle, each towing a
streamer and points are awarded for the number of cuts you
can inflict on your opponent, with demerit points for time spend
on the ground. Its noisy, fast, and furious, with multiple crashes
from these seemingly indestructible flying wings. Our own Rob
Morgan (ex British champion) was looking promising but had
engine problems in the final bout, resulting in second place.
Results 1st Brent Stiver - Hawkes Bay, 2nd Rob Morgan Tauranga, 3rd Kevin Barnes – Hamilton.

General Stuff
•
•

The car park has been rolled and is firm enough for vehicles. There’s no sign of any grass coming through so we
assume that the seed was eaten or blown away. Please use the car park, and we’ll resow the grass at a later
date.
The field has been marked out with blue lines (+ Roundup) to mark the new mowing areas. This primarily follows
the relocation of the car park areas following our car park expansion project, and also to move the glider tow
strip to the East side of the runway, where it can also serve as a safety strip for planes approaching wide of the
target. There is a nominal 8m wide vehicle access lane between the car park edge and the pits areas. Please park
behind the line. Vehicles with trailers, please park on the South side of the day shelter.

•
•
•

Cellphone tower. Observant members will have noticed earthworks on the hill to the Northwest of our site.
Construction is underway and we are hopeful that it will be operational by the end of December.
There will be no newsletter in January as Andy and the editorial team will be lying on a beach somewhere
contemplating the surf. Please keep the contributions coming so we can all look forward to a bumper February
edition with lots of holiday season flying photos.
Volunteers needed for committee roles – Treasurer and general committee – call Richard or Dave to volunteer
your services.
•
Oink Oink ! The park ranger reports that he has trapped one pig so far. Hopefully this is the
guy who has been ripping up our runway.
•
Congratulations to Alf Harwood for gaining his wings.

Coming events
✈ 4th December – club night. This will be an evening fly-in at TECT park. BBQ from
6.30ish. The club will provide some basic sausages/bread/sauce but please feel free
to bring your favourite grain fed seasoned Argentinian style rib eye steak to share
with your mates.
✈ 14th-15th December - Aerotow meet. Contact Bill de Renzy. This will attract flyers
from around the North Island. Normal RC flying available while the gliding is underway.
✈ New year – 30 Dec to 4th January – MFNZ Nationals. This year its at Carterton. See
http://www.modelflyingnz.org/nats/ for details
✈ 18th January (rain day 19th). Interclub aerobatics day. This is a follow on from the aerobatics training day
organised by Frazer Briggs last month so please keep practicing. This will attract some of NZ’s top pilots so
even if you do not want to take part, please come and watch and learn.
✈ 5th February – club night (There will not be a club night in January)
✈ 21 June 2020 – our next auction at Classic Flyers

Interesting Links (sometimes slightly related to aviation).

• Wellington Airport opening 1959 "We were in awe of their skills but not so sure about their judgement.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTN-x21W2kQ&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR1TejDqFfj-m9jT6LzvcEr4bFL8rN0tPKPrRof55YeqwIl

Best wishes for the festive season from the editorial team.
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